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Anatomy of a modern PharmaAnatomy of a modern Pharma
spam campaignspam campaign



Are Bots & Spam the New Black Gold?

• Spam finance elements:
• Retail-cost-to-send  vs.  Profit-per-response
• Key missing element: spams-needed-per-response, i.e., conversion rate

How can we measure this?
Seemingly only knowable by
the spammers themselves.
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Spam conversion experimentSpam conversion experiment
• Experimented with Storm March 21 – April 15,

2008
• Instrumented roughly 1.5% of Storm’s total

output
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Pharmacy
Campaign

E-card Campaigns

Postcard April Fool

Worker bots 31,348 17,639 3,678

Emails 347,590,389 83,665,479 38,651,124

Duration 19 days 7 days 3 days



Spam pipelineSpam pipeline
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83.6 M

347.5M

21.1M (25%)

82.7M (24%)

3,827 (0.005%)

10,522 (0.003%)

316 (0.00037%)

28 (0.000008%)

---

Pharma: 12 M spam emails for one “purchase”

Sent MTA Visits ConversionsInbox

40.1 M 10.1M (25%) 2,721 (0.005%) 225 (0.00056%)

E-card: 1 in 10 visitors execute the binary

Spam filtering software
• The fraction of spam delivered into user inboxes

depends on the spam filtering software used
◆ Combination of site filtering (e.g., blacklists) and

content filtering (e.g., spamassassin)
• Difficult to generalize, but we can use our test

accounts for specific services

 Fraction of spam sent that was delivered to inboxes

Effects of Blacklisting
(CBL Feed)

Unused

Effective

Other
filtering

Response rates by country

Two orders
of magnitude

No large aberrations
based on email topic

Site needs to be up hours to
days to reap real users
rather than just crawlers



















“Right	  now	  most	  affiliate	  programs	  have	  a	  mass	  of	  declines,	  cancels	  and
pendings,	  and	  it	  doesn't	  depend	  much	  on	  the	  program	  imho,	  there	  is	  a
general	  sad	  picture,	  fucking	  Visa	  is	  burning	  us	  with	  napalm	  (for
problematic	  countries,	  it's	  totally	  fucked,	  on	  a	  couple	  of	  programs	  you're
lucky	  if	  you	  get	  50%	  through).”



6/29/2012

Dear	  Partners,

As	  you	  may	  have	  noticed,	  in	  the	  last	  couple	  of	  days	  we've	  had	  problems
with	  processing.	  We	  don't	  have	  a	  solution	  yet,	  and	  there	  is	  no	  concrete
time	  when	  it	  will	  be	  resolved.
…….
From	  this	  point	  forward,	  GlavMed	  is	  switching	  to	  a	  "PAUSED"	  mode.	  No
new	  orders	  will	  be	  processed	  until	  the	  processing	  issue	  is	  resolved.
……..
We	  urge	  you	  to	  temporarily	  switch	  your	  traffic	  to	  other	  shops/projects.



• PharmCash continues to cheat its [Web] masters!

Just like last time, come Friday, when money from the balance should've become available
PharmCash announced a four-week hold. Just in time!

So in fact, the hold is now five weeks! There are no words to describe this. To say that we're getting fucked is not saying much.

I can't understand one thing, if I made shitty doors [gateway sites] and I have no traffic or
sales - my fault. But if the program chose shitty billing and it's always getting dropped it's
my fault!?
They knew that they would not get paid, likely knew it before Friday, why not tell us about this sooner? People are pouring good money
into them unsuspected and then this news! And again the announcement about the hold appeared only after questions from the [Web]
masters! Ie easier to screw someone over then warn they ahead of time!



You	  can	  pay	  with	  your	  credit	  card
through	  Western	  Union	  Site	  or	  Money
Gram	  Site
…


